What can you see or do at Noesis Science Center?

The Cosmotheater (Giant Screen Cinema) Movies
The "Cosmotheater" is Noesis' Digital 3D cinema as well a high quality 70mm Large Format Film Theater, with the biggest available cinema flat screen in Southern Europe.

Now playing!
Skies to eternity 3D – *Duration 30’*

**Synopsis:**
It is a stereoscopic animated film on the history of aviation from antiquity to present times. More than 40 aircraft and flying devices will be presented in real action. From Ikarus and Leonardo Da Vinci, to early dirigibles, to air balloons, Wright brothers and biplanes to the first hydroplanes, the notorious Dakota DC3, the Constellation, Boeing 707, the first Jets, to the Apollo 11 moon landing, from the Concorde, the SR71, F4, MIG 21, Mirage to the Airbus A300, Boeing 747 to the Space Shuttle buses and the International Space Station and many more...
Skies to Eternity is a film about the 'dream of flying'... about 'achieving the impossible', against human nature...

Dinosaurs 3D – *Duration 40’*

**Synopsis:**
If it weren't for a series of cataclysmic events; a comet impact being first on the list, our planet could well still be the domain of dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs fascinate us so much, that many people wish they were amongst us. Fortunately, the large format Dinosaurs 3D will be the closest thing to actually being in the presence of the extraordinary creatures without looking into our own extinction at the same time.

Following Pr Rodolfo Coria, a world-rekown Argentinian paleontologist, we visit sites of major discoveries he has contributed to in Patagonia and travel back in time to see these amazing beasts come to life.
The Digital Planetarium (Dome Theater)
In the hemispherical surrounding dome screen of the Planetarium, a new magical world unveils in front of your eyes. A world distant and unknown, a familiar and friendly world. Our Planetary system, our galaxy, the universe.

Now playing!

Wonders of the Universe – *Duration 23’ + 10’*

**Synopsis:**
Peer deep into space through the eyes of the orbiting Hubble Space Telescope and travel back billions of years in time to witness the birth of the universe. On this breathtaking excursion you’ll witness the formation of galaxies and explore some of the most wondrous nebulae and astronomical structures yet discovered. As your travels continue, you’ll fly deep into our own Milky Way galaxy and return home to Earth on a spectacular tour through the solar system.

* This show is supplemented by a 10 minute general purpose astronomical or historical introduction

Infinity Express – *Duration 23’ + 10’*

**Synopsis:**
Infinity Express takes the audience on an exciting journey of discovery, from the search of the solar system to the mapping of the universe. Some of the best space visualization agencies from around the world, including the Space Telescope Science Institute and the Centre for Astrophysics and Supercomputing at Swinburne University of Technology, contributed to the production, interpreting the script developed between the writer and experts from the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum. …and the universe is slowly offering up its secrets.

* This show is supplemented by a 10 minute general purpose astronomical or historical introduction
Kaluoka Hina (The enchanted reef) – *Duration 35’*

**Synopsis:**
"Kaluoka'hina, The Enchanted Reef" is the worldwide first family entertainment 3D-animation feature film originally produced for the 360° Dome Projection Format, offering thus a completely new and unique visual panorama experience.

The film transports the viewer to a tropical reef, a one-of-a-kind world: colorful and foreign, full of adventure and danger, riddles and mysteries, old legends and myths... a world inhabited by creatures that are humorous and courageous, lovable and bizarre, charming and dangerous.

---

Astronomyths – *Duration 23’ +10’*

**Synopsis:**
Astronomyths – An educational and inspiring fulldome show.
"Astronomyths" combines myths behind the names of the constellations with results of modern astronomy. Far away from civilization, a boy and his grandfather are looking at the starry sky. The knowledge of the old man and the vivid imagination of his grandson are interwoven in a story that is both entertaining and educating.
An impressive blend of adventure and science, "Astronomyths" offers high-quality 3D animations based on an eventful script.

* This show is supplemented by a 10 minute general purpose astronomical or historical introduction
Oasis In Space—Duration -24’+10’*

Synopsis:
One of Spitz’s most popular and widely distributed fulldome shows, "Oasis In Space" transports the audience on a startling and beautiful voyage through our universe, galaxy and solar system in search of liquid water - a key ingredient for life on Earth. With a proven, audience-tested story, a 95% viewer approval rating, and an original surround-format musical score, "Oasis In Space" will delight viewers of all ages.

* This show is supplemented by a 10 minute general purpose astronomical or historical introduction

Race to Earth—Duration -35’

Synopsis:
Show for general public, the race to Earth, recalls the imaginary adventures of selenites, the inhabitants of the Moon, in their attempts to reach terrestrial surface.

Failure after failure, Selenites will learn the laws of gravity and gradually will control the fundamental rules of space exploration. This humoristic show will charm children and adults.
The Virtual Reality Motion Simulator – Now Playing!
The motion simulator theater is an 18 seat attraction, combining 3D - stereoscopic shows with motion.

Aquaride (3D) - Duration -10’

Synopsis:
A wet and wild thrill ride that takes you above and below water as your submarine evades great white sharks, giant clams and underwater dragons. Marvel at a dazzling phosphorescent garden and a fire-shrouded mountain. Take the plunge with Aquaride, the most exciting voyage under (and over) the sea!

Magic Carpet (3D) – duration – 10’

Synopsis:
Hold on for a dizzying romp on a magic carpet through an Arabian village and ancient caves, filled with glittering treasures as you race to save a beautiful princess.
The Technology Museum Exhibitions

The layout and planning of the museum's exhibitions was based on its own experience over the many years of its operation, as well as the exemplification of Europe's major Science and Technology Museums.

The Exhibitions are presented with topics related to Science and Technology:

The **"Classic Cars Exhibition"** featuring car models that mark the history of automobile. The exhibition consists of 5 main thematic units, based on the 5 top car models of the 20th century.

The **"Technopark"** featuring interactive (hands-on) exhibits. The visitor has the opportunity to discover the scientific knowledge acting and having fun.

The **"Ancient Greek Technology"**, one of its kind, refers to the prehistoric period till the Hellenistic and Byzantine period. The exhibition features more than 70 exact replicas of machines that have marked people’s lives and set the cultural context, as well.

All the exhibitions are complemented with a personal audio tour guide system, available in English and Greek language.

Information – Group Reservations (above 20 persons)
Monday - Friday (Calls: 10 am – 2 pm)
Telephone: 2310 483000